
UNLEASH
YOUR INNER
CREATION

 TEAM

A Journey of Aligned Leadership and
Soul-Purpose Prosperity



Greetings!
Your presence here speaks volumes about your dedication to personal
and spiritual growth. This pursuit is not only noble but transformative, and
I deeply respect and honor your commitment.

As you contemplate whether Life Purpose Mastery aligns with your
journey, I encourage you to move beyond relying solely on intellect to
make a decision. Rather, feel a resonant 'YES' or 'NO' within your very
being. 

Making an embodied choice ensures you are in complete harmony with
your inner wisdom, tapping into a higher frequency of intelligence beyond
the mind's limitations. This holistic approach to decision-making conserves
energy that might otherwise be drained by indecision and wavering.
Embodied decision-making anchors your choices in the truth of your soul,
setting the stage for profound spiritual alignment.

In the following pages, you’ll find everything you need to determine if 
Life Purpose Mastery resonates with you. I’ve attempted to cover the
most important details, highlighting its benefits, structure, schedule, and
answers to the most common questions. After reviewing this material, if
you still have unanswered questions, please reach out. I am here to
provide any clarity you need to move forward.  

Whether our paths converge on this journey or you tread another route,
my hope is that by simply reading this, you glean at least one new insight
that propels you forward on your spiritual quest.

As you trust in the wisdom of your inner guidance to lead you to your next
step, let us now turn the page to feel how Life Purpose Mastery can be
the key to unlocking your fullest potential and align you with your divine
blueprint.

L IFE PURPOSE MASTERY
FACIL ITATED BY [JUDY KEATING AND 

BONNIE SALAMON

Let's begin...
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Are you a feminine leader, spiritual practitioner, change-maker, or
creative soul seeking deeper purpose and spiritual growth and aiming
to inspire through the radiance of your inner harmony?

If I offered you a pathway to discover and align with your life's purpose
and inner blueprint through a spiritually enriching program,
eliminating the overwhelm of doing it alone so you can start living a
more fulfilled, inner-harmonized, impactful life today...

Would you seize that opportunity?

Imagine participating in a program that has revolutionized hundreds
of lives, deeply rooted in Lisa Michaels' transformative work and
methodologies. As someone who's personally undergone this
profound transformation, I can attest to its profound impact on
aligning with one’s true essence and purpose.

Are you ready to unlock the mysteries of your true self and align
with your deepest truths and core archetypes? 

MY
OFFER
TO YOU

Life Purpose Mastery

L IFE PURPOSE MASTERY
FACIL ITATED BY JUDY KEATNG AND

BONNIE SALAMON
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Infuse Your Life with
Archetypal Wisdom

Delve deep into
your soul's
blueprint to
discover the
authentic
desires, talents,
and purpose
that define your
true self.

Learn how to
bring your
internal and
external worlds
into alignment,
creating a life
that resonates
with your
deepest truths.

Equip yourself with
the knowledge and
tools to make
decisions that
reflect your soul's
direction, moving
through life with
confidence and
clarity.

It's a transformative gateway designed to lead you to the core of
your being through your archetypal forces. This journey leads to
profound alignment between your inner spiritual landscape and
your everyday life, ensuring your every step is infused with
purpose and direction. It empowers you to:

Uncover Your 
True Essence

Harmonize 
Your Life

Navigate with Clarity
and Confidence
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Harmonize Your InnerHarmonize Your Inner
Archetypes, Unveil Your Path,Archetypes, Unveil Your Path,

Unleash Your Potential:Unleash Your Potential:
Transformative Benefits AwaitTransformative Benefits Await

By embarking on the Life Purpose Mastery journey, you are unlocking
a profound treasure trove of insights and skills designed to empower

and transform. This program offers you the keys to:

DISCOVER YOUR
AUTHENTIC SELF

DECISION-MAKING
CLARITY

ALIGN YOUR LIFE RESILIENT MINDSET

Deeply unearth the unique
strengths, passions, and
purposes that define the

essence of who you truly are.

Gain wisdom to make life
choices with confidence,
grounded in a newfound

understanding of your
personal alignment.

Master the art of bringing your
internal vision into harmony
with your external reality,

crafting a life that mirrors your
deepest values and desires.

Cultivate emotional and
spiritual resilience to navigate
the ebbs and flows of life with

grace and steadfastness. 
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Life Purpose Mastery transcends learning, transforming your essence
and aligning every aspect of your life with your soul's deepest truths.

Embark on this journey to fulfill your potential and lead a life of purpose.

EMPOWERED
MANIFESTATION

HARNESS ASTROLOGY
ARCHETYPES’ POWER 

NAVIGATE LIFE’S
CHALLENGES

CONNECT DEEPLY WITH
YOUR SOUL'S PURPOSE

Utilize the ancient wisdom of
astrological archetypes to

manifest your goals, prosperity,
and aspirations with precision

and power.

Dive deep into the knowledge
of astrological archetypes,

unlocking profound personal
growth and insights into your

inner-cosmos.

Navigate life's challenges with
grace, using newfound tools

and wisdom for a calm,
centered approach.

Deepen your connection with
your soul's purpose to clarify

your direction and enhance your
global impact and leadership.

TRANSFORMATIVE
APPLICATION

SUPPORTIVE
COMMUNITY

 Apply ancient wisdom in
practical ways, transforming

your understanding of self and
the universe into tangible

actions and outcomes.

 Become part of a network of
like-minded souls on their
paths to spiritual mastery,
offering mutual support,

inspiration, and camaraderie.



YOUR JOURNEY TO           
 Inner Balance

01

02

03

04

05

INTRODUCTION AND SETTING INTENTIONS

EARTH ARCHETYPE: FOUNDATION OF STABILITY

WATER ARCHETYPES: EMOTIONS & INTUITION

AIR ARCHETYPES: MIND & COMMUNICATION

FIRE ARCHETYPES: ACTION & INSPIRATION

Establish your program intention and immerse yourself in
the core concepts of Life Purpose Mastery, laying the
groundwork for your transformative journey.

Explore the grounding energy of Earth archetypes to
understand their role in manifesting stability and material
security in your life.

Dive into the fluid world of Water archetypes, embracing
your emotional intelligence and honing your intuitive
insights.

Navigate the intellectual realm of Air archetypes to
enhance your communication skills and mental agility.

Ignite your inner fire with Fire archetypes, learning to
harness your drive, creativity, and inspirational leadership.

Dive into a transformative live journey through 12 dynamic modules, each
designed to deepen your understanding and alignment with your
astrological blueprint and life's purpose. Every session is enriched with
hands-on activities, guided contemplation, meditative journeys, body
integration exercises, and practical templates to ensure a holistic learning
experience. Here’s a closer look at the transformative path that awaits:
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INNER CREATION TEAM & FEMININE INFLUENCE

MASCULINE & FEMININE CO-CREATION

LUNAR WISDOM & LIFE PURPOSE CLUES

FASTEST PATH & YOUR THINKING LENS

SOLAR POWER & RIGHT LIVELIHOOD

Identify the key players of your inner Creation Team and
uncover the influential power of your inner feminine for a
balanced life approach.

Discover the dynamic interplay between your inner
masculine and feminine energies and how they can co-
create effectively.

Explore the significance of your moon sign, revealing past
trainings and key lessons integral to understanding your
life purpose.

Unlock your fastest pathway to expansion with Jupiter and
perceive your world through Mercury's communicative lens.

Elevate your vital energetic fuel by exploring your sun sign
and uncover the archetype of your right livelihood through
connecting with your midheaven.

Each live session is a step toward not just intellectual understanding but
personal transformation, connecting you more intimately with your unique
astrological essence and unfolding life purpose. This journey is not just
about learning—it’s about becoming.

11

12

INTEGRATION OF THE CREATION TEAM

 PROGRAM COMPLETION & INTEGRATION

Integrate insights from your full Creation Team, weaving
together the strengths of each archetype to uncover
deeper layers of your life purpose.

Reflect on your journey, integrating the wisdom and insights
gained to move forward with clarity and purpose, ready to
embody your true essence in every aspect of your life.
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Engage in weekly 75-minute sessions including
teachings, practical exercises, and interactive
Q&A for a fully immersive learning experience.

Setyour calendar: June 10-July 19, 2024 12N-
1:15 EDT M&W] for a transformative learning
schedule.

Join us [June 10-July 19, 2024 12N-1:15pm Mon
and Wed]. Can't make it live? All sessions are
recorded for your convenience.

Discover your Creation Team's archetypes with
precision and learn the art of alignment

01

02

03

04

Discover, Align, Achieve: 
Your 6-Week Guide to
Alignment
Dive into a six-week journey that promises transformation through 12

detailed modules, each meticulously designed to bring you closer to the

pinnacle of mastering your life's purpose by taking step-by-step on a

journey to harmonize your Creation Team.

Core Understanding:

Structured Learning Experience

Consistent schedule

Live Sessions
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The Cosmic Council Within: 
Understanding Your

Astrological Team
What is your Creation Team?

You have a team of planetary and
elemental forces, derived from your birth

chart, serving as your invisible mentors and
inner voices. These forces significantly

shape your actions, choices, and life path,
engaging in a dynamic dance of evolution

and interaction within you.
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UNITE

With detailed guidance, align your Creation Team
(astrological archetypes) for forward-thinking,
aligned, and magnetic feminine leadership. 

Align your innate archetypical

strengths with actionable insights

for groundbreaking 

feminine leadership. 

Life Purpose Mastery is structured to

awaken your highest potential, guiding

you through a meticulously designed

curriculum that enlightens, empowers,

and elevates. Whether you're seeking

to understand your place in the

cosmos, manifest your dreams, or

simply live a more aligned, prosperous,

and purposeful life, this program

opens the door to possibilities that

await your discovery.

your
Inner ARCHETYPES

https://wisetransformation.com/life-purpose-mastery/
https://wisetransformation.com/life-purpose-mastery/


Activate
Your Inner
Alchemy:
Begin Now

$4,444

$1,111

TOTAL VALUE:

YOUR INVESTMENT

ENROLL NOW:

Discover the Impact
of Inner Harmony 

Receive a complimentary 50-minute one-

on-one session

Satisfaction Gauranteed: If you find

yourself unsatisfied simply reach out.

Act swiftly - enrollment at this price

concludes February 25, 2024. 

LIFE PURPOSE MASTERY  |   JOIN THE PROGRAM NOW

Grab this exclusive chance!

For a limited [enter timeframe] window, gain access to the
transformative Life Purpose Mastery Program.

This is your chance to be guided by me, [your name], a dedicated
facilitator of Life Purpose Mastery, trained in the Elemental Forces
methodology and deeply committed to your transformative
journey.
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Client Review

- Najah White

My healing program with Judy was
none short of amazing. Each week we
made progress that opened up new
doors of opportunity and healing for
my energetic field. My creation team
chart was very helpful and accurate in

identifying my strengths and
weaknesses to where I am able to

improve my thoughts and actions so
that I can now move through life

without fear and doubt of who I am
and what my purpose is. Judy knows

her stuff and I am honored and
grateful to be able work with

someone as divinely gifted as her.
What a blessing. "



YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Is this training suitable for all levels of experience?

When will I start seeing personal improvements? 

Will I receive any resources? 

What support is available post-training? 

What if the training doesn't meet my expectations? 

Yes, indeed! Life Purpose Mastery Training is crafted to welcome and enrich

individuals across all stages of their self-discovery journey. With content

designed for accessibility and impact, learners from any level can enhance

their understanding and abilities in life purpose alignment.

Participants often notice immediate enhancements in their life perspective

from the outset of the course. Our practical approach ensures you gain

actionable tools and insights for immediate application to your spiritual

practice, with continuous improvement as you further integrate these

learnings.

Absolutely! The training includes a suite of practical tools and resources,

designed for direct application in your practice.

Completing the training doesn’t mean the end of support. You’ll gain access

to a vibrant community of leaders for ongoing support, advanced training

opportunities, and exclusive sessions to foster continuous learning and

collaboration.

We are dedicated to your fulfillment and progress. [Insert specific satisfaction

guarantee or refund policy for the Life Purpose Mastery Training].

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

Find quick, straightforward explanations and unravel the details you need to
confidently step forward, gaining clarity to foster your journey of growth."

FAQs
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Regardless of the path you choose, know that your journey toward inner

mastery and purpose is a beautiful, ever-unfolding adventure. My deepest

wish is for you to move forward with clarity, confidence, and a heart full of

trust in the journey of your soul. Whether we walk this path together or you

continue exploring in your unique way, remember that each step is a part of

your magnificent unfoldment.

As we reach the close of this guide, I invite you to reflect on the possibilities

that lie ahead. Life Purpose Mastery is a community, a journey, and a

transformation waiting to happen. If your heart resonates with the path we’ve

outlined, I encourage you to take the leap and join me. This is your moment

to step into a life of purpose, alignment, and profound fulfillment.

Judy and Bonnie

ENROLL IN 
LIFE PURPOSE MASTERY

SCHEDULE A CALL

Embrace the opportunity to transform, to
connect, and to live your life aligned with
the deepest truths of your soul. Together,
let's embark on this extraordinary journey

towards mastery, purpose, and the
ultimate expression of your true self.

Life Purpose Mastery

LIFE PURPOSE MASTERY |  

A Final Reflection & 
Parting Invitation

https://wisetransformation.com/life-purpose-mastery/
https://wisetransformation.com/life-purpose-mastery/
https://wisetransformation.com/life-purpose-mastery/
https://wisetransformation.com/life-purpose-mastery/
https://wisetransformationsessionswithjudy.as.me/?appointmentType=351773
https://wisetransformationsessionswithjudy.as.me/?appointmentType=351773

